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I. INTRODUCTION
The presence of speed sensors (SS) in automatic control systems (ACS) provides the formation of the damping component in the stabilization moment. The efficiency of damping vibrations of control object is higher when the sensor's signal level is higher.
The frequency characteristics of the speed sensors are completely determined by the parameters of torsion gyroscope with two-degree-of-freedom, so as converters of angular deviations into proportional electric signals almost inertialess and are not affected on nature of the frequency dependencies. That's why as the SS output signal the angle о  of relative frame turn is usually accepted.
The main frequency characteristics of speed sensor are:
-amplitude-phase frequency characteristic (APFC) , and then decreases, asymptotically approaching to zero (see Fig. 3 ). The lower the damping coefficient, the more pronounced the resonance peak. At 1 0  d resonance phenomena are absent, and amplitude, with the increasing of frequency, monotonously decreases more faster with the increasing of damping coefficient.
Thus, the measurement of absolute angular velocity is performed by the gyro sensor with the defined amplitude-phase errors, the values of which depends on both own gyro parameters and base frequency oscillations.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The influence of frequency vibrations of control object, the absolute angular speed of which is measuring, on the output signal of SS, determines the alternating character of sensors' errors. That's why the strict agreement of speed sensors parameters with the frequency characteristics of the control object is the necessary condition, that affects the quality of work of automated control systems.
III. SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM
In accordance with amplitude-phase frequency characteristic (see Fig. 1 
we determine the dependence of the amplitude error measurements of absolute rate from the frequency
Thus, amplitude error is defined by the real frequency characteristic of gyro speed sensor (Fig.4) . In other words -is a scaled real frequency characteristic of gyro speed sensor. Just like the real frequency characteristic, the amplitude error is a nonlinear changes its sign. Thus, with the real frequency characteristic of the gyro sensor, knowing its damping coefficient, one can determine the amplitude error for any of the operating frequencies.
Similarly determined the amplitude of the phase error by the imaginary frequency characteristic of the sensor's gyroscope (see Fig. 5 ).
Knowing the amplitude of the component
we determine the dependence of the phase error measurement of the absolute speed from the frequency
Consequently, the amplitude of the phase error is completely determined by the imaginary frequency characteristic (see Fig. 5 ) of the speed sensor's gyro.
The imaginary frequency characteristic throughout the frequency range is negative. Its module with increasing frequency nonlinearly increases, reaching a maximum at 1   . In the initial section ( 0,3   )
we can assume that   ω V is proportional to the frequency.
During structural analyses of automatic control systems, the input signal of speed sensor is usually considered not the angular velocity of control object, but a corresponding to it the angle of rotation. It is expedient to do as, firstly, angle is the regulated coordinate of system, secondly, the simplest is to measure frequency characteristics, changing the frequency of angular vibrations at constant amplitude, and thirdly, it is easier to perform the analyses and calculation of frequency characteristics relatively to the angle, than to the velocity.
If to consider angular oscillations of control object as the input signal   
